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LEGAL DOCUMENTS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS! Just $1.99 Don't worry about hiring a lawyer at $200 per
hour or more! Use our "cut & paste" legal document templates. Just fill in the blanks!
---------------------------------------------------------------- DOMAIN/WEBSITE PURCHASE AGREEMENTS
--------------------------------------- !!NEW!!!!! - NOW INCLUDES TWO PURCHASE AGREEMENTS!!! - ONE
FOR DOMAIN NAME SALES AND ONE FOR DOMAIN NAME/WEBSITE SALES!!!
--------------------------------------- Just like with any business transaction, these contracts outline the domain
name / website sale terms and protect both the buyer and the seller! As a seller a signed contract will
protect you if anything happens with the domain name / website in the future! As a buyer a signed
contract is your legal proof of purchase! A signed document by both parties is necessary to close any
business deal! This is true with selling or buying a domain name as well! When a domain name or
website is bought or sold, it is extremely important for both the buyer and the seller to agree to each
others terms! A Purchase Agreement should be used in ALL domain sales! If you are buying or selling a
domain name, use the DOMAIN NAME SALE AGREEMENT! If you are selling a domain name and an
accompanying website use the WEBSITE SALES AGREEMENT! These contractS are prepared by an
attorney who deals with acquisitions of domain names, websites, and businesses for sale. *Immediate
download after payment. *.DOC file format suitable for any computer OS. *Can be easily modified in MS
Word or any other word-processor that accepts .doc files. *Easy to follow instructions on completing the
agreements included. **BONUS report on SELLING DOMAIN NAMES included. (Downloading this
document does not constitute legal advice of any type, if in doubt about any matter we recommend that
you consult a lawyer.)Searches:website sales agreement
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